1. Introduction

Current observations—discussed as the ‘audit’ (Power, 1999), ‘evaluation’ (Dahler-Larsen, 2012), or ‘metric society’ (Mau, 2019)—indicate a lack of societal trust in the performance of public organizations and the individuals working in them. Power describes this “audit explosion” as a need for more control through constant performance measurement that is based on “a certain set of attitudes or cultural commitments to problem solving” (Power, 1999, p. 4) which have been transferred from private companies to public organizations—such as universities. With the rise of new public management and economic calculations about the return on public (see Schimank, 2005) or—in the case of the US (see Espeland & Sauder, 2016)—private investment into science and higher education, universities have become subject to internal evaluations (see Hillebrandt, 2020; Huber, 2020; Matthies & Simon, 2008) and external ratings and rankings (see Brankovic, Ringel, & Werron, 2018; Hazelkorn, 2011; Espeland & Sauder, 2016) according to their performance in research and increasingly also in teaching (see Times Higher Education, 2018). Consequently, this has also led to an increasing evaluation of the performance of individual researchers building on standardized quantitative indicators such as their publication output and their personal citation scores (see de Rijcke, Wouters, Rushforth, Franssen, & Hammarfelt, 2016; Waltman, van Eck, Visser, & Wouters, 2016).

Yet, this development towards performance measurement as problem solving is not only based on a shift in political attitudes and societal orders of worth but has
profited from ongoing technological developments that provide new ways of producing and assessing data about performances. The aim of the article therefore is to highlight the significant changes in data production and assessment that can be witnessed, in particular, in the context of bibliometric research evaluation. Already in 1964, Eugene Garfield started the Science Citation Index that was based on automated data processing (with handwritten punch cards) and the use of the first IBM computers (see Wouters, 1999, pp. 26–27). Due to a massive increase in digital publishing and the growing availability of publication metadata such as author names, reference lists, author affiliations, or funding organizations, such bibliometric infrastructures are increasingly becoming more differentiated and elaborate. They allow for new ways of using these data through various easily applicable tools. Furthermore, bibliometric infrastructures also produce new quantities of data due to new possibilities in following the digital traces scientific publications leave when people within or outside of academia engage with them, for instance, by viewing an article or downloading it from a journal website. The counts of such metadata about article usage are discussed as alternative metrics or ‘altmetrics’ (see Franzen, 2015; Haustein, Sugimoto, & Larivière, 2015).

In this article, I suggest to address these new developments from a critical data perspective (see Boyd & Crawford, 2012) to highlight how new ways of data production affect questions of data application and usage. First, I provide some insights into the development of bibliometrics from research information to research evaluation. I highlight how the “competition for expertise” (de Rijke & Rushforth, 2015, p. 1955) on research evaluation has brought new providers of bibliometric infrastructures onto the stage. Second, I discuss the increasing possibilities of bibliometric infrastructures from a sociomaterial perspective (see Orlikowski & Scott, 2008). I argue that the assemblage of infrastructures, their providers, and their users influence how science and research practice are understood and thus how ‘research performance’ is measured. And third, drawing on insights from critical data studies, I suggest discussing these developments as quantification 2.0. I argue that in applying these infrastructures, it has not only become a standardized practice to turn qualitative characteristics into quantitative metrics by making different things such as the individual work of researchers commensurable (see Espeland & Stevens, 2008). Moreover, I highlight that the rise of digital infrastructures for publishing, indexing, and managing scientific publications has triggered an unprecedented growth in bibliometric data production turning freely accessible data about scientific work into edited databases. Bibliometric data production has thereby become decoupled from questions of utility and usability. Instead, bibliometric data has turned into self-serving end while their providers are constantly seeking for new tools to make use of them.

2. Quantifying Science as ‘Research Performance’

In 2008, Wendy Espeland and Mitchell Stevens called for a “sociology of quantification” because they witnessed “the spread of quantification” defined as “the production and communication of numbers” and “the significance of new regimes of measurement” (Espeland & Stevens, 2008, p. 402; for a detailed overview on the different lines of study on quantification, see Mennicken & Espeland, 2019). University ratings and rankings either for distributing public money or for informing prospective students have played a significant role in transforming “qualities into quantities” and “difference into magnitude” by reducing and simplifying “disparate information into numbers that can be easily compared” (Espeland & Stevens, 1998, p. 316). One of the commonly used indicators of such rankings is the publication output and the respective citation score (see Hazelkorn, 2011, pp. 32–37; Taubert, 2013). Even in the Times Higher Education Europe Teaching Ranking, which was released for the first time in 2018, “papers-to-staff ratio” adds to the overall ranking result of the teaching quality of a university by 7.5 percent (Times Higher Education, 2018, p. 29).

Yet, first ideas behind the collection of metadata of journal articles such as author names and references were not about research evaluation but about research information (for an encompassing history of bibliometrics, see Wouters, 1999). As a reaction towards the profound increase of scientific publications (see Wouters, 1999, pp. 59–60), in the 1960s, Eugene Garfield started to build up the Science Citation Index with a public grant funded by the US–American National Institutes of Health. The goal behind the Science Citation Index was to facilitate the search for publications in medicine and natural sciences among researchers. It was thus designed as a tool for enabling researchers to collect information about latest work for keeping track with new developments.

When information scientists like Derek de Solla Price (1963) but also Eugene Garfield himself (1979) recognized that bibliometrics provided possibilities for studying science as such they began to develop this field of research further. Based on the Science Citation Index, they started to explore the development of the science system and within particular disciplinary fields. As Taubert describes it:

Not the single citation but instead the emerging patterns from the analysis of masses of citations were of interest that allowed for insights into the importance of particular research groups, institutions, national research systems or the dynamic of research fields. (Taubert, 2013, p. 183, translation by the authors)

The search for patterns furthermore allowed identifying the journals that were deemed most relevant in a particular research field (see Garfield, 2007). This information was summarized in the Journal Citation Report which was
designed for helping librarians in choosing the journals that scientists cite the most. Initially designed as a tool for researchers and librarians and for research about science, bibliometrics further-more began to feature more and more prominently in science policy. Bibliometric calculations became a relevant ‘judgment device’ (Karpik, 2010) for evaluating research organizations and individual researchers and, consequently, for allocating resources within the science system. De Rijcke and Rushforth argue that:

[The bibliometric] field had managed to create a demand for their measures—not only by supplying on-demand data and data-handling techniques but also by making sure their products were promoted as policy relevant information that decision makers could use strategically. (2015, p. 1955)

Publication output and citation scores thus turned into indicators for measuring research performance with different intensity according to the national and/or regional research system.

However, since the 1990s, concerns have constantly grown among the bibliometrics community about how these data are used calling for ‘responsible metrics’ (see, for an overview, Aksnes, Langfeldt, & Wouters, 2019; Rafols, 2019; Wilsdon, 2015; Wilsdon et al., 2017). The Leiden Manifesto for research metrics (see Hicks, Wouters, Waltman, de Rijcke, & Rafols, 2015) is but one of the prominent examples (see also San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment, 2013, or the Hong Kong Manifesto for Assessing Researchers, 2019) of how the bibliometrics community struggles with the problem that bibliometric indicators for research evaluation are no longer only used by experts from the bibliometrics community but often by research organizations and policy institutions themselves (see Hammarfelt & Rushforth, 2017; Leydesdorff, Wouters, & Bornmann, 2016).

3. The ‘Competition for Expertise’

Despite critical debates within the bibliometrics community, “an increasingly intense globalized competition for expertise” (de Rijcke & Rushforth, 2015, p. 1955) on research evaluation has grown. The provision of bibliometric data for evaluation purposes has turned into “a crowded marketplace” (de Rijcke & Rushforth, 2015, p. 1956). The Institute of Scientific Information, which was founded by Garfield in 1960, is no longer the only provider of bibliometric data. Currently, there is an increasing number of databases that provide bibliometric information because the conditions for data production have changed. While Garfield and his colleagues still had to select and process data on journals, articles, authors and references manually (see Wouters, 1999), bibliometric data production has become facilitated through digital publishing and automated data collection. Due to these developments new databases have developed. There are open initiatives such as Crossref, which seeks to provide information on links between publications, funders, preprints or datasets across different publishers. Furthermore, there are community-based subject-specific databases such as Astrophysics Data System or MathSciNet that operate as bibliographic databases for the search of relevant literature, but also include citation information. Yet, there is also a growing field of databases that is provided by commercial providers. Besides Web of Science, which was initiated by Garfield and is currently owned by Clarivate Analytics, commercial databases such as Scopus and Dimensions have emerged. They also belong to major companies, namely Elsevier and Digital Science. These companies do not only provide bibliometric databases, but furthermore own a large infrastructure of tools to generate information from these data about people, organizations or even entire countries regarding their research activities. However, there are significant differences between these databases.

Web of Science is a collection of databases that has emerged from the Science Citation Index and the Social Science Citation Index that were launched in 1964 and 1965 by the Institute of Scientific Information. From 1975 on, the Arts and Humanities Citation Index was added. Since 1990, Web of Science also contains the Conference Proceedings Citation Index and since 2005 it enlists also books in the Book Citation Index. Only recently, from 2015 onwards, Web of Science has also integrated the Emerging Sources Citation Index to “make content important to funders, key opinion leaders, and evaluators visible...even if it has not yet demonstrated citation impact on an international audience” (Clarivate Analytics, 2017a). Web of Science therefore comprises a plurality of datasets thereby attempting to capture different disciplines with their distinct styles of publishing research as journal articles, books, or conference proceedings.

Scopus was launched by the publisher Elsevier in 2004. In contrast to Web of Science, which indexes only a specific set of supposedly key journals in their field, Scopus attempts to index the largest number of peer-reviewed literature possible. Yet, only publications that have a Digital Object Identifier are included. Elsevier also claims to control the selected journals for their quality through the Content Selection & Advisory Board that is made up of “an international group of scientists, researchers and librarians who represent the major scientific disciplines” which “is comprised of 17 Subject Chairs, each representing a specific subject field” (Elsevier, 2020). Scopus consists of only one database that, however, contains information on items that range from journals, books, and conference proceedings to patents and trade publications from all common disciplines.

The Holtzbrinck Publishing Group, who holds the majority of shares of Springer Nature and thus owns—similar to Elsevier—more than 2,500 English language journals, has recently become a new player in the bibliometric field. They own the company Digital Science.
Digital Science describes itself as “a technology company serving the needs of scientific and research communities at key points along the full cycle of research” (Bode, Herzog, Hook, & McGrath, 2018). In 2018, Digital Science launched Dimensions as another bibliometric database that seeks to cover a broader range of sources than Web of Science or even Scopus. Dimensions is described as “transcend[ing] existing tools and databases” by “bringing together…grants, publications, clinical trials and patents, consistently linked and contextualized” (Bode et al., 2018, p. 9). Dimensions is thus becoming a new prominent player in bibliometric data production and assessment.

Yet, due to technological developments in data collection, other players beyond academia and academic publishers have entered the bibliometric scene. Sweeping the entire academic web from digitally available journals to books and even websites in all languages and all countries, Google uses its search engine not only for supporting the search for academic literature (see Martin-Martin, Orduña-Malea, Ayllón, & López-Cózar, 2015). With GoogleScholar, which was set up in 2004, Google is furthermore able to extract and analyze the mentions of publications and its authors from all these sources. Disciplines like the social sciences and arts and humanities where coverage in the established databases like Web of Science or Scopus is still fragmentary and incomplete are thus discussed to have become more visible through it (see Bornmann, Thor, Marx, & Schier, 2016; Harzing & Alakangas, 2016). GoogleScholar is furthermore freely accessible. It has thereby become a convenient source for researchers and administrators to search for research but also for information on research performance.

The recent growth in the provision of bibliometric data thus highlights that there is already an ongoing competition for producing and providing data on academic publications from journal articles to conference reports as well as their analysis. Yet, while the coverage of these databases is continuously getting broader due to digitalization, quality issues arise that are prominently discussed in the bibliometrics community. The most prominent problem is that the providers of these databases give only very limited insights into how they collect and edit their data because this kind of information is their actual business secret. Dimensions and GoogleScholar claim to capture as much data as possible. This holds particular problems for the validity and reliability of their data. GoogleScholar, for instance, can only draw on publications that are available online and in contrast to Web of Science or Scopus it is impossible to acquire access to its database to get insights into which kinds of data are actually included. Prins, Costas, van Leeuwen, and Wouters (2016, p. 267) therefore highlight that “restrictions to the use of GoogleScholar are the intensive manual data handling and cleaning, necessary for a feasible and proper data collection” (see also Mingers & Meyer, 2017).

Web of Science and Scopus are instead more selective (see Stahlschmidt, Stephen, & Hinze, 2019, Chapter 3). Besides scientific quality, they also apply more formal criteria for selecting their data sources. Peer review and “ethical publication practices” as well as bibliographic information in English language are important selection criteria (Clarivate Analytics, 2017b; Elsevier, n.d.-a; Testa, n.d.). Yet, these selection criteria still leave some room for interpretation. How decisions are actually made on choosing journals and indexing them within which discipline remains opaque. In the case of journals categorized in the Emerging Sources Citation Index in Web of Science, they can pass an initial editorial evaluation and can continue to be considered for inclusion in products such as the Science Citation Index Expanded, the Social Science Citation Index, and the Arts and Humanities Citation Index, which have rigorous evaluation processes and selection criteria” (Clarivate Analytics, 2017a). What this evaluation looks like, however, is not openly discussed. For Scopus, Taşkin, Doğan, Akça, Sencan, and Akbulut have shown that journals indexed in this database in some cases fail to have information e.g., about their publication ethics, malpractice management, or editorial policies publicly available although this information comprises part of Scopus’ defined selection criteria (2015, as cited in Stahlschmidt et al., 2019). Journals might also be excluded from Scopus based on decisions made by the Scopus Content Selection and Advisory Board. These decisions on indexing journals have a significant impact on the results these databases produce. Despite attempts to integrate more journals and other publication formats these databases are “still less accurate for the social sciences and humanities than for other fields, and for certain regions such as Africa, Oceania and Central and South America” (Stahlschmidt et al., 2019, p. 10) due to an overrepresentation of English language publications and a predominant focus on journal publications (see also Mongeon & Paul-Hus, 2016).

4. Bibliometric Databases as Digital Infrastructures

In the bibliometrics community, these issues are mainly discussed as a methodological problem in terms of data quality and the construction of indicators. Yet, de Rijcke and Rushforth (2015) highlight that there is also an ‘implementation problem’ as the use of these data for evaluation purposes has already spread widely. Besides providing information for researchers, librarians, administrators, policy makers and funders, Elsevier also promotes Scopus as being used by influential ranking organizations such as Times Higher Education for their World University Rankings or the Shanghai Ranking Consultancy for the Best Chinese University Ranking Report (see Elsevier, n.d.-b). Clarivate Analytics supports the British Research Excellence Framework, Dimensions was recently used for the first time by the Nature Index 2019 annual tables (see Digital Science 2019), and GoogleScholar can already be used without any further restrictions by anybody interested in his or her personal metrics or the metrics of fellow researchers.
The bibliometrics community is therefore not the first reference any more for doing research evaluation as the providers themselves offer evaluations or evaluation tools (see also Jappe, Pithan, & Heinez, 2018; Petersohn & Heinez, 2018) that enable even ‘lay persons’ such as research managers and policy makers to do evaluations on their own. In particular, Clarivate Analytics, Elsevier, and Digital Science have built an encompassing digital infrastructure that produces and collects different sorts of data and metadata and processes and assesses them: Tools such as literature management systems like Mendeley or EndNote facilitate the production of bibliometric data that do not only help to organize research literature but also provide information about the use of publications as well as formally correct and thus easily collectable citations. Furthermore, so-called ‘research intelligence solutions’ are offered and promoted as enabling research managers from research institutions up to the policy level to gain, analyze, and also visualize information on the development of current research trends as well as on the performance of individual researchers, research groups, or research organizations. In addition, these tools are also designed to enable research managers to collect data about their own research organizations and to analyze and manage it.

Methodological problems in terms of data collection and assessment are still and have become even more a predominant issue as the use of such bibliometric infrastructures constantly spreads. Moreover, by collecting and managing data and facilitating the assessment of ‘research performance,’ these infrastructures play a performative role in creating what they seek to count and calculate, namely, a particular understanding of science and research practice. Hence, such digital infrastructures are never neutral but embody already in their design and the calculative models behind them a particular understanding about the world and about its users (see Krüger, Heßelmann, & Hartstein, in press; Mühlhoff, 2018). Already in 1999, Bowker and Star (1999, p. 230) have emphasized that “values, policies, and modes of practice become embedded in large information systems.” In a similar vein, Winner has argued that:

Machines, structures, and systems of modern material culture can be accurately judged not only for their contributions to efficiency and productivity, not merely for their positive and negative environmental side effects, but also for the ways in which they can embody specific forms of power and authority. (Winner, 1980, p. 121)

Building on these insights, Bowker, Elyachar, Mennicken, Miller, and Randa Nucho (2019, p. 1) highlight three important aspects of what they call “thinking infrastructures” defined as social or material infrastructures that “structure attention, shape decision-making and guide cognition.” They are “valuation regimes that constitute orders of worth” (Bowker et al., 2019, p. 4) through definitions of success and failure; they make objects and practices “visible and available...for possible interventions” (Bowker et al., 2019, p. 4) thereby “establishing a distinct conception of the objects and objectives” of governance (p. 5). Digital infrastructures thus influence the practices they are supposed to support or reflect. They are performative because “they change the very nature of what it is to do work, and what work will count as legitimate” (Bowker & Star, 1999, p. 239).

In their research agenda on the role of sociomateriality in organization research, Orlikowski and Scott (2008) furthermore argue to go beyond the dichotomy of infrastructures and its users. Instead, they highlight that “people and things only exist in relation to each other” (Orlikowski & Scott, 2008, p. 455). Following Callon (1986) and Latour (1987) with their idea on actor-networks and the notion of ‘performativity,’ they claim that “entities (whether humans or technologies) have no inherent properties, but acquire form, attributes, and capabilities through their interpenetration” (Orlikowski & Scott, 2008, p. 455). The authors therefore think of the social and the material as “inherently inseparable” (p. 456) because they conjointly enact what this sociomaterial assemblage is about. Pollock, Williams, and Procter (2003) have applied this theoretical lens to a study on the construction and implementation of enterprise resource planning systems at universities. They demonstrate how this infrastructure is developed through its providers according to the perceived needs of the users, while the universities simultaneously adapt to this infrastructure, its integrated standardized processes and inscribed ideas about working practices. In this regard, infrastructure and universities mutually constitute each other.

Applied to the case of bibliometric infrastructures, this theoretical perspective allows us to see, first, that the assemblage of infrastructures, their providers and users does not produce stable constructs. Instead, bibliometrics are performed either as research information, research on research, or as research evaluation. Second, focusing on the performativity of these assemblages enables us to analyze how an understanding of science and research practice as “research performance” is constructed while attempting to measure and describe it.

In their comparative study of Web of Science and Scopus, Stahlschmidt et al. (2019) were able to demonstrate how different bibliometric databases construct a particular understanding of science and research practice leading to differences in their results. Building on a sample of German publications indexed in both databases, they found a “database-specific valuation of these publications” (Stahlschmidt et al., 2019, p. 64). Publications from the economic sector or from research institutes with a focus on applied sciences got better citation scores in Scopus than in Web of Science, while, conversely, in Web of Science organizations scored better than had a focus on basic research. Stahlschmidt et al. (2019) explain these differences through the impact that the respective content of each database has on the
valuation of a specific publication. In valuating a publication, Web of Science and Scopus draw on this content for “relating a publication to a specific environment of similar publications. Due to differences in coverage, Web of Science and Scopus apply different environments to appraise the same publication” (Stahlschmidt et al., 2019, p. 64). They therefore find that:

Any differences in the valuation of the same content result from differences in the respective environment, i.e., the exclusive content. Hence a comparison of the diverging valuation of the same content does not inform on the content itself, but on the exclusive content causing any differences and therefore the databases themselves. (Stahlschmidt et al., 2019, p. 65)

Evaluation results thus depend on the assumptions about research that are inscribed in the databases as well as how users apply which database for which kind of evaluation purpose. Bibliometric infrastructures therefore have a particular impact on the production of knowledge about science as well as on scientific knowledge production as such. The assemblage of bibliometric infrastructures, their providers, and their users performs a particular understanding about the way research should be practiced and therefore effects which kind of research is consequently regarded as valuable.

5. Quantification 2.0

The growing abilities of bibliometric infrastructures due to digital publishing, however, do not only pose a problem in terms of performativity that influences data production and assessment. The digitalization of academic publishing has changed bibliometric data production as such. Data does not have to be produced manually anymore, but can be collected, processed, and furthermore assessed automatically. This has led to an increase in quantitative data production as such.

So far, research on evaluation has highlighted quantification in terms of “the production and communication of numbers” (Espeland & Stevens, 2008, p. 402; see also Heintz, 2010) that turn qualitative characteristics into quantitative metrics by making different things commensurable (see Espeland & Stevens, 1998). However, focusing on data production in bibliometrics shows that the production of data does not only follow from operationalizing qualitative differences in research performance in terms of quantitative output. Moreover, the competition for expertise highlights that these digital infrastructures contribute to what I suggest to call quantification 2.0: the decoupling of data production and data application.

In the literature on critical data studies phenomena such as ‘big data’ and ‘datafication’ and the automated use of data termed ‘algorithmization’ are already widely discussed. boyd and Crawford (2012, p. 663) define ‘big data’ as “a cultural, technological, and schol-
Providers of bibliometric infrastructures such as Clarivate Analytics, Elsevier, or Digital Science thus constantly seek to collect bigger amounts of data and metadata about publications with better data quality and to propose new ways of using and applying it. Companies such as Altmetric that is related to Digital Science or Plum Analytics, which belongs to Elsevier, have even started to collect data about the usage of scientific publications extending to mentions on Twitter and Facebook, among others (see Franzen, 2015). The valuation of bibliometric data furthermore displays in monetary transactions. When, in 1992, Thomson Reuters bought Web of Science from the Institute of Scientific Information, they paid $210 million (see Jayapradeep & Jose, 2017). When they resold the product to Clarivate Analytics in 2016, they received $3.55 billion for it (see Thomson Reuters, 2016). In addition, as already shown, the rise of new players such as Scopus, GoogleScholar, or recently Dimensions demonstrates that data on academic publications have become a valuable commodity. They capitalize on these data as they turn freely accessible and massively available data into edited databases. The problem of digital infrastructures is thus not only a question of data quality and of predefined assumptions inscribed in calculative models for data assessment. Moreover, the production of data has become a self-serving end as a profitable, privately owned and secretly kept business model while their providers are constantly seeking for new tools to make use of it.

6. Conclusion and Outlook

The possibilities of data production and assessment through bibliometric infrastructures have massively increased through digital publishing and automated data processing. In this article, I have argued that this does not only contribute to a quantification and evaluation of science and research practice as ‘research performance.’ Moreover, the rise of new providers and constantly more databases and related tools suggests what I have called quantification 2.0: the decoupling of data production and data application. Data production has become a self-serving end that is generating the development of new tools in search for a purpose. Political attitudes that understand evaluations as solving the problem of societal distrust in the performance of public organizations supported by increasingly complex digital infrastructures for data production and assessment have not only triggered a need for quantifying qualitative performances. Moreover, triggered through these developments, increasingly more quantifiable data are produced and processed which allow new ways to propose research evaluation to potential users.

From this, however, follows that even though or right because tools for bibliometric data production and assessment have become a business model for their providers, they have to address the needs of potential customers belonging to the science system. Their providers thereby profit from what boyd and Crawford have called “mythology” in terms of the perceived objectivity of big data and automated data analysis (boyd & Crawford, 2012, p. 663). Yet, the functionalities of newly designed bibliometric infrastructures and their characteristics still need to be explained and justified in a way to attract potential customers who are situated in the science system either as researchers and research managers or as policy makers, publishers, librarians or funding bodies. The providers of bibliometric infrastructures therefore have to propagate an understanding of science and research practice that resonates with the perception of their users.

In their research on “the extended practice of global software development,” Campagnolo, Pollock, and Williams (2015) address the question how software development works when providers seek to enter new contexts with their products. They describe how software providers try to make sense of matters and customers that they do not yet know much about. They refer to the phenomenological concept of ‘appresentation’ as a way of taking “account of the needs of future customers and also of their current users of whom they have no direct knowledge” (Campagnolo et al., 2015, p. 150). The software providers thus design their products according to the imagined needs of potential customers they seek to address with it. In their study, Campagnolo et al. (2015) demonstrate how these appresentations affect the interactions between providers and customers in their search for a mutually shared understanding of the functionalities that the software needs to provide. In addition, they are able to show how the appresentation of the providers heavily influences how customers finally understand their own needs.

Regarding bibliometric infrastructures, the providers also have to work with an appresentation of anticipated needs of their customers when bringing new tools for data assessment on the market. These appresentations are already inscribed in the functionalities of bibliometric tools. Bibliometric infrastructures thus already display a particular understanding of science and research practice by enabling specific modes of observation and the presentation of respective results. Yet, this means simultaneously that the functionalities of bibliometric infrastructures also have to account for the ways in that their users understand ‘research performance.’ The appresentation of customer needs and how customers are supposed to be attracted therefore yields insights into the understandings of science and of research practice that are already inscribed in these bibliometric infrastructures and have a performative effect on the perception of their users.

It therefore seems promising for future research not only to keep track with recent technological developments, but, furthermore, to ask for the understandings of science and research practice that are displayed in the sociomaterial assemblage of infrastructures, their providers, and their users. We therefore need more re-
search, on the one hand, on the understandings of science and research practice that are inscribed in these infrastructures. On the other hand, we need more research about the application of these tools to understand how the mythology of 'better data, better decisions' affects how research is practiced and valued.
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